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ABSTRACT
We present numerical experiments aimed to study the correlation between the mag-
netic field strength, B, and the density, n, in the cold atomic interstellar medium
(CNM). We analyze 24 magneto-hydrodynamic models with different initial magnetic
field intensities (B0 =0.4, 2.1, 4.2, and 8.3 µG) and/or mean densities (2, 3, and
4 cm−3), in the presence of driven and decaying turbulence, with and without self-
gravity, in a cubic computational domain with 100 pc by side. Our main findings are:
i) For forced simulations, which reproduce the main observed physical conditions of
the CNM in the Solar neighborhood, a positive correlation between B and n devel-
ops for all the B0 values. ii) The density at which this correlation becomes significant
(. 30 cm−3) depends on B0 but is not sensitive to the presence of self-gravity. iii) The
effect of self-gravity, when noticeable, consists of producing a shallower correlation
at high densities, suggesting that, in the studied regime, self-gravity induces motions
along the field lines. iv) Self-gravitating decaying models where the CNM is subsonic
and sub-Alfve´nic with β . 1 develop a high density positive correlation whose slopes
are consistent with a constant β(n). v) Decaying models where the low density CNM
is subsonic and sub-Alfve´nic with β > 1 show a negative correlation at intermediate
densities, followed by a high density positive correlation.
Key words: (magnetohydrodynamics) MHD – ISM: magnetic fields – ISM: structure
– (Galaxy:) local interstellar matter
1 INTRODUCTION
The relation between the hydrogen particle density and the
magnetic field intensity in the interstellar medium has been
studied during more than three decades through Zeeman ef-
fect measurements from different tracers corresponding to
different density ranges. For the atomic interstellar gas, and
more specifically for the cold neutral medium (CNM) traced
through the 21cm HI line, a weak or null correlation has been
reported by Troland & Heiles (1986). For molecular gas, in
contrast, a positive correlation has been found from OH and
CN data (Crutcher 1999). The emergence of a regime where
the magnetic field is correlated with density has been tra-
ditionally interpreted as the result of self-gravity effects be-
coming important in generating gas motions perpendicular
to the field lines, which in turn produce a compression of
the freezing-in magnetic field. However alternative expla-
nations, based exclusively on the interactions between gas
motions and magnetic field fluctuations, have also been pro-
posed. On one hand, scaling relations between the density
and the magnetic pressure produced by different magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) wave modes in the non-linear regime
? E-mail: a.gazol@irya.unam.mx
have been analytically found (McKee & Zweibel 1995; Passot
& Va´zquez-Semadeni 2003). On the other hand, numerical
simulations of compressible magnetized turbulent isother-
mal gas have shown that a positive correlation between the
density and the magnetic field intensity develops when su-
personic motions are present, both in the super-Alfve´nic as
well as in the sub-Alfve´nic case (Padoan & Nordlund 1999;
Ostriker et al. 2001; Burkhart et al. 2009; Collins et al. 2011).
The most recent observational version of this relation
has been given by Crutcher et al. (2010), who compiled data
from the available surveys tracing gas with densities going
from few tens to 106 cm−3. They used these data to find the
most probable maximum value for the total magnetic field
intensity in the case where no correlation is assumed for den-
sities below a transition density nHt , and a positive correla-
tion, with an exponent α, is assumed for higher densities. In
that work, Bayesian statistics is used to find nHt = 300 cm−3,
α = 0.65, and the maximum magnetic field value for the no
correlation regime, Bmax = 10 µG. The value of nHt cor-
responds to the mean hydrogen particle density in giant
molecular clouds, favoring the previously mentioned inter-
pretation in terms of the effects of self-gravity. Nevertheless
this value lies also in the density range corresponding to
the CNM gas, where supersonic motions are thought to be
© 2018 The Authors
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common, cooling is non-negligible, and self-gravity is usually
sub-dominant.
Additionally, recent observations have found a prefer-
ence for the projected magnetic field on the plane of the sky
to be parallel to matter structures in the CNM, traced by
HI (Clark et al. 2014) as well as by dust emission (Planck
Collaboration et al. 2016). This alignment could be a con-
sequence of the presence of super-Alfve´nic turbulence, a
regime in which gas compressions produced by supersonic
motions are able to generate an enhancement of the mag-
netic field component perpendicular to motions (Planck Col-
laboration et al. 2016), suggesting the possible presence of
a correlation between B and nH in the CNM. The same
trend in the alignment between the plane of the sky mag-
netic field and the dense structures has been recovered in
numerical simulations of different types: colliding flows in
a magnetized medium (Inoue & Inutsuka 2016), and driven
turbulence models (Villagran & Gazol 2017). In the latter
work we have found that the alignment does also hold for
the three-dimensional local magnetic field, reinforcing the
possibility of magnetic field compression. This brings up the
question of how the magnetic field intensity is related with
density in a gas with thermal and dynamical properties sim-
ilar to those reported for the CNM and where regions are
predominantly magnetically sub-critical (Heiles & Troland
2004).
Zeeman observations from HI absorption are consistent
with an uncorrelated magnetic field intensity with density,
but they are not conclusive. Actually, the available data,
analyzed in Crutcher et al. (2010), make it hard to distin-
guish between the following three different cases: i) all the
observed clouds have the same total magnetic field, ii) the
total magnetic field intensity of each region is drawn from
a uniform distribution, or iii) the distribution of total mag-
netic field intensity leading to the observed line-of-sight field
is the one obtained with the numerical model presented by
Falceta-Gonc¸alves et al. (2008). This fact, along with the
large uncertainties on the line of sight magnetic field mea-
sures and on the volumetric density determination –from the
spin temperature of each component and a uniform pressure
(3000 Kcm−3) assumption–, and with the alignment results
previously mentioned, constitute a strong motivation for a
detailed investigation of the B-nH relation in physical con-
ditions similar to those of the CNM.
This relation has also been examined in the context of
non isothermal simulations. The simulations utilized to this
end can be roughly divided in two groups; on one hand mod-
els considering a supernovae driven ISM (Balsara & Kim
2005; de Avillez & Breitschwerdt 2005; Hill et al. 2012;
Hennebelle & Iffrig 2014; Pardi et al. 2017) and, on the
other, models aimed to investigate molecular cloud forma-
tion (Hennebelle et al. 2008; Heitsch et al. 2009; Banerjee
et al. 2009; Inoue & Inutsuka 2012; Fogerty et al. 2016;
Wu et al. 2017). In the first group, numerical requirements
needed to include all the relevant physics and/or to take into
account large scales (> 1 kpc) do not allow to use enough res-
olution to study the CNM gas. In the second group, the focus
has been put on the study of the properties and the evolu-
tion of molecular gas, which needs to resolve small scales
in high density regions. For this reason, these studies fre-
quently use numerical schemes that give resolution priority
to dense regions (i.e. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics or
Adaptive Mesh Refinement) but treat more diffuse CNM-
like gas with relatively low resolution. In the more recent
works of this group, where the diffuse gas has enough res-
olution, no systematic attention has been payed to the B-n
relation in this gas.
The aim of the present work is thus to make a system-
atic numerical study of the relationship between the density
and the magnetic field intensity in the CNM, by analyzing
models where the relevant physical ingredients of this kind
of gas in the Solar neighborhood are taken into account, and
where an adequate resolution is used.
The plan of the paper goes as follows. In the next sec-
tion we briefly summarize some previous theoretical results
concerning the relation between B and n, then, in section 3
we describe the set-up of the models that we analyze in sec-
tion 4. These results are discussed in section 5 and, finally,
a conclusion is presented in section 6.
2 THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS
In this section we briefly summarize some theoretical predic-
tions for the B − n relation that are useful for the discussion
and interpretation of our results.
The case of an isothermal spherical cloud dominated
by gravity and contracting under its effects has been stud-
ied by Mestel (1965), who predicted B ∝ n2/3. The same
behavior is expected whenever isotropic gravitational con-
traction is present in flux-freezing conditions, i.e. when the
magnetic field is not strong enough to modify the geometry
of the contracting region. When contraction happens under
a constant ratio of thermal (Pth) to magnetic (PB) pres-
sure, β = Pth/PB, and Pth ∝ nγ, then B ∝ nγ/2 (Mouschovias
1991). Thus, for the particular case of isothermal gas at con-
stant β, B ∝ n1/2. In this case the mass to magnetic flux ratio
of the region increases as the contraction proceeds because
this process is not isotropic. This behavior is expected when
the presence of the magnetic field has some influence on the
contraction geometry.
When gravitational contraction is present, the magnetic
field can also be amplified by the small-scale turbulent dy-
namo produced by the conversion of potential energy into
turbulent kinetic energy (e.g. Federrath et al. 2011; Fed-
errath 2016). As this process is highly dependent on the
magnetic diffusivity, its contribution to numerical results is
highly dependent on the resolution. Federrath et al. (2011)
argued that a minimum number of 30 grid cells per Jeans
length is required in order to observe some effects of this
kind of dynamo.
The transition from a no correlated regime at low den-
sities to a regime characterized by a correlation with a value
of 2/3 for the exponent has also been interpreted as the re-
sult of diffusion caused by turbulent magnetic reconnection
(Lazarian et al. 2012). In that work the authors present a
simple reconnection diffusion model to show that this pro-
cess can effectively remove magnetic field in molecular cloud
envelopes and argue that, being more efficient at low densi-
ties, there is a scale range where reconnection diffusion can
act on timescales shorter than those of gravitational collapse.
On the other hand, the relationship between the mag-
netic pressure produced by undamped Alfve´n waves and the
density has been studied by McKee & Zweibel (1995). They
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found that, in hydrostatic equilibrium, this pressure, PA, is
proportional to n1/2; while in a slow varying gas (moderate
Alfve´nic Mach number, MA, and long wavelength), PA ∝ n3/2
for three cases: i) isotropic Alfve´n waves, ii) spatially uni-
form density, and iii) self-similar contraction. Finally they
argue that in the presence of a shock, the exponent relating
PA with n could be as large as 2, depending on the shock
direction. These results have been recovered by Passot &
Va´zquez-Semadeni (2003), who performed a perturbation
analysis on top of circularly polarized Alfve´n waves. They
also investigated the scaling of the magnetic pressure pro-
duced by magneto-sonic modes with density. To this end
they used simple waves (Boillat 1970; Webb et al. 1996) in a
slab geometry, and found that the magnetic pressure associ-
ated with the fast mode is PB ∝ n2, while for the slow mode
PB ∝ c1 − c2n (with c1 and c2 being constants). The latter
expression implies that, when slow mode is dominant, PB
is independent of density at low enough densities and it de-
creases n for higher values. Comparing the different scalings
resulting from their analysis Passot & Va´zquez-Semadeni
(2003) concluded that at low densities the B-n relation is
dominated by the slow mode and no correlation is expected,
while at high enough densities, when the contribution of the
slow mode disappears, a positive correlation develops due
to the domination of the Alfve´n and the fast modes. Note
however that the application of this analysis to a gas with
physical properties similar to those of the CNM remains un-
clear. Mainly because magneto-sonic scalings are derived in
a limit where important density fluctuations with weak mag-
netic field perturbation, a situation expected in the presence
of supersonic motions and a strong magnetic field, can not
be considered. Note that a negative correlation has been
numerically observed for three-dimensional isothermal sub-
sonic and sub-Alfve´nic turbulence (Burkhart et al. 2009), al-
though its presence seems to depend on the driving scheme,
and more specifically on the correlation time associated with
successive forcing events, whose effects become relevant at
transonic velocities, Yoon et al. (2016).
3 THE SIMULATIONS
In this paper we analyze the results of 24 simulations
which correspond to 6 groups with 4 different configura-
tions: with/without self-gravity and forced/decaying turbu-
lence. Each group has different initial magnetic field inten-
sity, B0, and/or different initial density, n0 (see table 1).
Forced simulations are part of models analyzed in Villagran
& Gazol (2017) (we keep the same labels for these models),
which have been restarted with turbulent forcing turned off
in order to produce the decaying turbulence models that we
present in this work (labeled with an additional D). The
main physical properties of the CNM in the Solar neighbor-
hood are reproduced by forced models, particularly by those
with n0 = 2 cm−3 and B0 = 4.2 and 8.3 µG. In fact, as dis-
cussed in detail in Villagran & Gazol (2017), the Alfve´nic
Mach number histogram for the CNM peaks at 1.7 and 1, for
4.2 and 8.3 µG, respectively. These values encompass the ob-
servationally determined estimation of 1.4 for a mean mag-
netic field intensity of 6 µG (Heiles & Troland 2003). The
corresponding sonic Mach number histograms for the CNM
resulting from all the forced models have peaks at mod-
Table 1. Run parameters
Model n0 T0 B0 Forcing Self-gravity
cm−3 K µG
B01S 2 1500 0.4 on off
B01G 2 1500 0.4 on on
B01SD 2 1500 0.4 off off
B01GD 2 1500 0.4 off on
B05S 2 1500 2.1 on off
B05G 2 1500 2.1 on on
B05SD 2 1500 2.1 off off
B05GD 2 1500 2.1 off on
B10S 2 1500 4.2 on off
B10G 2 1500 4.2 on on
B10SD 2 1500 4.2 off off
B10GD 2 1500 4.2 off on
B20S 2 1500 8.3 on off
B20G 2 1500 8.3 on on
B20SD 2 1500 8.3 off off
B20GD 2 1500 8.3 off on
B10Sn3 3 733 4.2 on off
B10Gn3 3 733 4.2 on on
B10SDn3 3 733 4.2 off off
B10GDn3 3 733 4.2 off on
B10Sn4 4 518 4.2 on off
B10Gn4 4 518 4.2 on on
B10SDn4 4 518 4.2 off off
B10GDn4 4 518 4.2 off on
erately supersonic values (≈ 3.6), which are also in agree-
ment with the observational estimation by Heiles & Troland
(2003).
All the simulations result from the integration of the
ideal MHD equations in the presence of cooling, using 5123
grid cells to represent a periodic cubic box of 100 pc by
side, filled with gas at mean density and mean pressure lay-
ing in the thermally unstable regime (Field 1965) of the
atomic interstellar gas. For this, we use a TVD code based
on the one presented by Kim et al. (1999). In the forced
models, the initial uniform density, n0, and temperature,
T0, have thermal equilibrium values according to our cool-
ing function. The cooling function is a fit, based on Wolfire
et al. (2003) results for the solar galactocentric radius (Gazol
& Villagran 2016), which assumes a constant heating rate
Γ = 22.4 × 10−27 erg cm3s−1. Driven models start at rest
with a uniform magnetic field, B0 = B0x, and are forced in
the Fourier space with solenoidal forcing applied at a fixed
wavenumber corresponding to a physical scale of 50 pc. The
amplitude of velocity perturbations is fixed by a constant in-
jection rate of kinetic energy, which we chose so as to approx-
imately get the same rms velocity for all the driven models.
The self-gravitating models are very gravitationally stable,
having Jeans lengths of 552, 382 and 278 pc, for n0 = 2,
3, and 4 cm−3, respectively. For the resolution we use, the
Truelove criterion (Truelove et al. 1997) to avoid artificial
fragmentation is satisfied for densities below ≈ 6350 cm−3,
while the maximum density to resolve small-scale dynamo
produced by gravitational induced motions (Federrath et al.
2011) is ≈ 5000 cm−3. For further details concerning the
model and the code see Villagran & Gazol (2017), Gazol &
Kim (2010), and Kim et al. (1999).
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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4 RESULTS
In this section we analyze the relation between the mag-
netic field intensity and the density for data resulting from
the models described in the previous section. As a first ap-
proach, we take into account all the gas in the box and we
analyze the B-n relation at densities comparable with those
of the CNM, making no distinction between individual dense
structures. In order to characterize the behavior of B, we use
the median magnetic field at each density value, Bm, com-
puted from the two-dimensional (2d) histogram. Note that
we have tested the effects of using the mean value of B in-
stead of its median value and we did not find important dif-
ferences for the results presented below. For the sonic (Ms)
and the Alfve´nic Mach numbers we also utilize their median
value at each density resulting from the corresponding 2d
histogram.
4.1 The effect of varying B0
4.1.1 Forced Turbulence
We first present results from forced models with n0 = 2 cm−3
and different initial magnetic field intensities with and with-
out self-gravity.
From figures 1 and 2, where the median value of Ms
and MA as a function of density is displayed for non self-
gravitating and self-gravitating models, respectively, it can
be seen that for all the models in this set, the gas with densi-
ties similar to those of the CNM (n & 10 cm−3) is moderately
supersonic and super-Alfve´nic, in agreement with observa-
tions (Heiles & Troland 2003, 2004). As the β plasma pa-
rameter is related with Ms and MA by β = 2M2A/M2s , the
same figures imply that in our models, the dense gas has
β . 1 which is also consistent with observations (Heiles &
Crutcher 2005).
In figure 3 we display Bm as a function of density for
models with (empty circles) and without (filled circles) self-
gravity for the four B0 values that we consider. These plots
have been obtained from averaging over the last 2.9 turbu-
lent crossing times. First of all, it can be noticed that this set
of models covers a region in the n− B plane in which a large
number of the available HI Zeeman data (Heiles & Troland
2004, black crosses) is included. The second noticeable fea-
ture is that the magnetic field intensity grows with density
for log n > 1.5 for all the B0 values we consider. For low B0
models, the rise in Bm starts at smaller densities, where the
gas motions are already predominantly super-Alfve´nic (see
figures 1 and 2). As B0 increases, the density at which Bm
starts to grow with density, as well as the density at which
gas motions become mainly super-Alfve´nic, shift to larger
values. Finally, figure 3 shows that the effect of self-gravity
is not appreciable for high B0 models but, as expected, it
becomes stronger as B0 decreases. However, in this case the
increment of Bm with n is shallower when self-gravity is in-
cluded, which is an unexpected behavior that suggests the
presence of density enhancements without the correspond-
ing increase of B. This could be a consequence of gravita-
tional force producing motions parallel to the field lines, i. e.
motions that do not compress the magnetic field lines. Un-
fortunately our simulations do not have enough high den-
sity points in order to quantify this effect. Although the
Figure 1. Sonic (triangles) and Alfve´nic (squares) Mach numbers
for forced models without self-gravity. The symbols represent the
median value of Ms and MA at each density. Black straight lines
at log n = 1 and logM = 0 are included as references.
growth of log Bm with log n does not seem to follow a lin-
ear relation, for reference, we computed the slope of a linear
least-square fit for 2 ≤ log n ≤ 2.6. For this density range,
the mean polytropic index according to our thermal equi-
librium curve is 0.7. For the non self-gravitating runs we
find a slope α of 0.43, 0.38, 0.28, and 0.27 for B0 = 0.4, 2.1,
4.2, and 8.3 µG, respectively; while for the corresponding
self-gravitating models α = 0.30, 0.28, 0.32, and 0.32. These
values indicate that, for the low B0 cases, the presence of
self-gravity makes α going from values > γ/2, for which the
magnetic pressure increases faster with density than thermal
pressure (see section 2), to values < γ/2, where the opposite
is true, i. e. the presence of self-gravity causes a qualitative
change in the B − n relation for low B0 values.
4.1.2 Decaying Turbulence
Although the models discussed in the previous section sat-
isfactorily reproduce a number of observed CNM properties
(see also Villagran & Gazol 2017), it seems natural to raise
the questions of how B is related to n in the case of decay-
ing turbulence, and which are the effects of self-gravity in
this case. The B-n relation, as measured again by the median
value of the two-dimensional histogram, for unforced restarts
of models presented in section 4.1.1 are shown in figures 4
and 5 for the non self-gravitating and the self-gravitating
group, respectively; while the corresponding plots for Ms and
MA as a function of n are displayed in figures 6 and 7. These
figures have been done for times at which more than 85 per
cent of the initial kinetic energy E0 has been dissipated. In
order to improve the statistics we average over ten snapshots
during which the fraction of dissipated energy varies among
runs between 0.2 and 2 per cent of E0. It can be seen that
the models with a relatively high magnetic field, for which
the CNM remains supersonic but becomes sub-Alfve´nic for
the low density zone, show an almost flat Bm with small
(. 100 cm−3) maximum densities, and their behavior does
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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Figure 2. Sonic (triangles) and Alfve´nic (squares) Mach numbers
for forced models with self-gravity. The symbols represent the
median value of Ms and MA at each density. Black straight lines
at log n = 1 and logM = 0 are included as references.
Figure 3. B-n relation for forced models with n0 = 2 cm−3 as
traced by the median of the 2d histogram. Filled(empty) circles
are for models without(with) self-gravity. For each initial mag-
netic field continuous(dashed) lines are for B values containing
25% of points below and above the median for models with-
out(with) self-gravity. Black lines are the most probable maxi-
mum values found by Crutcher et al. (2010), while black crosses
are the HI data from Heiles & Troland (2004).
not seem to be affected by the presence of self-gravity. In
contrast, in simulations with low B0, for which the CNM is
predominantly subsonic and sub-Alfve´nic at low densities,
Bm varies with n in a more complex way which is affected
by self-gravity. In fact, at densities below the CNM mini-
mum density these two models show a slight (B0 = 2.1 µG)
or moderate (B0 = 0.4 µG) increase of Bm with n, but in a
density range starting at n ≈ 10 cm−3 Bm clearly decreases
with n. The width of this range is smaller for the lowest B0
Figure 4. B-nH relation for decaying models with n0 = 2 cm−3
without self-gravity. For each initial magnetic field continu-
ous(dashed) lines are for B values containing 25% of points below
and above the median for models without(with) self-gravity. Black
lines are the most probable maximum values found by Crutcher
et al. (2010), while black crosses are the HI data from Heiles &
Troland (2004).
value and seems to be independent of self-gravity. In both
cases, with and without self-gravity, Bm starts to grow with
n again at large enough densities. Non self-gravitating low
B0 models reach maximum density values even lower than
those attained by models with a larger initial magnetic field.
In contrast, self-gravitating low B0 models show a sustained
growth of the magnetic field intensity with density over a
density range that, for B0 = 0.4 µG (green symbols in fig-
ure 5) goes up to n ≈ 103 cm−3. From figure 7 it can be
seen that in this case, for densities at which Bm increases
with n, the median value of the sonic Mach number slowly
increases with n while MA remains relatively constant at
trans-Alfve´nic values, implying a decline in the β value. For
this model, the slope of a linear fit for the B-n relation at
102 ≤ n ≤ 103 cm−3 is ≈ 0.41, which is larger than γ/2, con-
sistent with a magnetic pressure growing faster with n than
thermal pressure.
4.2 The effect of varying the initial density
In this section we present results from the models with
higher mean density and B0 = 4.2 µG both in the forced
and in the decaying case. These models are useful to further
study the effects of self-gravity.
4.2.1 Forced Turbulence
Figure 8 shows the B-n relation for forced high-density mod-
els compared to models with n0 = 2 cm−3. For these figures
we used the same time interval as for the figures presented
in section 4.1.1. As expected, the effects of self-gravity are
noticeable at high densities (n & 100 cm−3) where, unex-
pectedly, for the more massive model the magnetic field in-
tensity grows slower with density, compared with the non
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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Figure 5. The same as figure 4 for decaying self-gravitating mod-
els with n0 = 2 cm−3.
Figure 6. Sonic (triangles) and Alfve´nic (squares) Mach numbers
for decaying models with n0 = 2 cm−3 and without self-gravity.
self-gravitating case. In fact the slopes of a linear least-
square fit for the same density range as the one used in
section 4.1.1 are α = 0.28, 0.26, and 0.30 for n0 = 2, 3, and
4 cm−3, respectively for the non self-gravitating cases; while
the corresponding values for the self-gravitating models are
α = 0.32, 0.28, and 0.24. Thus, as in section 4.1.1, when
the relative relevance of self-gravity increases, Bm presents
a slower growth with n. Note that for the models with in-
creased mass, the behavior of Ms and MA does not consid-
erably differ from the one we have shown in figures 1 and 2
for B0 = 4.2 µG.
4.2.2 Decaying Turbulence
In the decaying case, self-gravitating massive models develop
a B-n relation qualitatively different from the one resulting
from the n0 = 2 cm−3 simulation. This can be observed in fig-
Figure 7. Sonic (triangles) and Alfve´nic (squares) Mach numbers
for self-gravitating decaying models with n0 = 2 cm−3.
Figure 8. B-nH relation for forced models with n0 = 2 cm−3 as
traced by the median of the 2d histogram. Filled(empty) circles
are for models without(with) self-gravity. For each initial mag-
netic field continuous(dashed) lines are for B values containing
25% of points below and above the median for models with-
out(with) self-gravity. Black lines are the most probable maxi-
mum values found by Crutcher et al. (2010), while black crosses
are the HI data from Heiles & Troland (2004).
ure 9, where a very slight decay in Bm can be seen for all the
models at densities below ≈ 30 cm−3. For non-self gravitat-
ing runs and for the self-gravitating standard density model,
this decrement continues at higher densities (note that this
decay is similar to the one in figures 4 and 5 for the corre-
sponding B0, but it looks stronger due to the different scales
we use), but for massive self-gravitating models Bm starts to
grow with density at ≈ 30 cm−3. This increase remains for
more than an order of magnitude in density.
From figures 11 and 10, where the median values of the
sonic and the Alfve´nic Mach numbers for each density bin
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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Figure 9. B-nH relation for decaying models with n0 = 2 cm−3,
n0 = 3 cm−3, and n0 = 4 cm−3 with (empty circles) and without
(filled circles) self-gravity.
resulting from self-gravitating models are plotted, it can be
seen that in all the models in this set MA . Ms, implying
that the magnetic pressure is dominant over or balances the
thermal pressure. Also, as in the models discussed in section
4.1.2, the simulations for which self-gravity leads to a regime
where Bm increases with n are those with predominately
subsonic motions at CNM densities. For the most massive
case, it also can be seen that: i)At n & 100 cm−3 Ms ≈ MA,
i.e. magnetic and thermal pressures are approximately equal.
ii) at n > 200 cm−3 the gas becomes supersonic and super-
Alfve´nic. The slope of the Bm − n relation in this case (cyan
points in figure 9) is ≈ 0.37 for 102 ≤ n ≤ 103 cm−3, which is
consistent with α ≈ γ/2. For the n0 = 3 cm−3 model, the high
density gas is near the constant β regime, but does not reach
it and remains subsonic and sub-Alfve´nic, suggesting that
the effects of self-gravity are not strong enough to produce
an important acceleration of the gas.
5 DISCUSSION
The results described in the previous section show that the
magnetic field intensity could have a variety of scalings with
the density in a gas with thermal properties similar to those
of the local CNM, and formed by the development of ther-
mal instability. Despite this diversity in the B-n relation, all
the models that we presented have B and n values consis-
tent with at least part of the observed HI data reported by
Heiles & Troland (2004) and used by Crutcher et al. (2010).
The low-density region of the most probable maximum to-
tal B value found by the latter authors appears in fact as
an upper limit to our models. However, in order to further
compare them with observations, a detailed analysis of the
physical properties in the resulting individual dense struc-
tures is needed.
Figure 10. Sonic (triangles) and Alfve´nic (squares) Mach num-
bers for decaying models with different n0 without self-gravity.
Figure 11. Sonic (triangles) and Alfve´nic (squares) Mach num-
bers for decaying self-gravitating models with different n0.
5.1 Forced Turbulence
When the gas is forced to velocities leading to sonic Mach
numbers consistent with those derived from observations,
magnetic field compression produces median MA values for
the dense gas in the trans-Alfve´nic or in the slightly super
Alfve´nic regime (MA < 5), which are also consistent with
observationally obtained values. At the minimum CNM den-
sity, we get MA ranging between ≈0.8 and ≈ 3 (see figures 1
and 2). Thus, at densities corresponding to the CNM all our
forced models are moderately supersonic and slightly super
Alfve´nic. Even for this relatively narrow range in the dense
gas MA, we obtain different behaviors for the B-n relation in
gas with densities similar to those of the CNM.
The combination of a flat low density regime with an
approximate power-law at higher densities, hypothesized by
Crutcher et al. (2010) as the most probable maximum B, is
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recovered for the higher B0 models (whose Alfve´nic Mach
numbers are closer to the observed values), while a contin-
uous increase of the median B with density is observed for
the lower B0 models. Thus, at large enough densities, an in-
crease of B with n is observed for all the initial magnetic field
values that we considered. This trend with B0 has also been
obtained by Mocz et al. (2017), who followed the collapse
of gas with physical properties similar to those of pre-stellar
cores, (i.e. self-gravitating, super-critical, isothermal, highly
supersonic gas) with initial magnetic fields corresponding to
Alfve´nic Mach numbers of 35, 3.5, 1.2, and 0.35. These values
are in fact comparable to those obtained for our forced mod-
els using the values of the initial Alfve´n speed and the rms
velocity (see table 2 in Villagran & Gazol (2017)), which are
11.25, 1.12, 1.05, and 0.50. We observe the same trend with
and without self-gravity. Then, the emergence of a combined
regime and particularly the appearance of a positive correla-
tion, seems to be independent of the presence of self-gravity.
In fact, in our models the density from which B starts to
show an important rise is independent of the presence of
self-gravity and does not seem to be modified when more
mass is available, at least for B0 = 4.2 µG. Even for models
with B0 = 8.3 µG, in which turbulent compression drives the
median B to values close to the most probable maximum
found by Crutcher et al. (2010) of 10 µG, the rise of B with
density starts at n ≈ 30 cm−3, which is approximately one or-
der of magnitude below the value found by these authors for
the switch between the constant B regime and the power-law
regime. This is consistent with the B-n relation presented in
previous numerical works studying molecular cloud forma-
tion, where the diffuse gas is sufficiently resolved. Inoue &
Inutsuka (2016) consider the formation of molecular clouds
due to converging magnetized HI flows in the absence of self-
gravity, finding that the magnetic field intensity increases
with n from relatively low density values. Also Fogerty et al.
(2016), who investigate the role of shear and magnetic fields
in molecular cloud formation, report B-n distributions con-
sistent with a power-law growth starting ≈ 10 cm−3. In Wu
et al. (2017), where the collision of two GMC is addressed,
a positive correlation can be observed at densities of about
10 cm−3. Note however that Heitsch et al. (2009), who study
the effects of magnetic field on the flow-driven formation of
molecular clouds in non self-gravitating models, find a very
weak correlation between B and n for different magnetic field
strengths and orientations. The discrepancy with our results
could be due to the low vrms(Ms) they get for the cold gas,
which are ≈0.4-0.15 times the ones we obtain in the forced
models, which are consistent with CNM observations.
Without self-gravity, the slope of the logarithmic B-n
relation for 100 . n . 300 cm−3 increases with MA. This is
consistent with high MA gas being more prone to magnetic
field compressions and with numerical results for a turbu-
lent isothermal gas (Padoan & Nordlund 1999; Ostriker et al.
2001; Burkhart et al. 2009; Collins et al. 2011). In the pres-
ence of self-gravity, however, the slope is less affected by B0
differences, with low B0 models showing a shallower growth
of B with n. In fact, for the high MA models, the presence
of self-gravity switches α from values > γ/2 to values < γ/2,
which implies that the gas switches from a regime where the
magnetic pressure grows with density faster than the ther-
mal pressure to a regime with the opposite behavior. In the
presence of self-gravity the slope is around 0.3, for the four
forced models with n0 = 2 cm−3. A shallower power-law in
the presence of gravity is also observed for the model with
the highest mean density and B0 = 4.2 µG but in this case,
where for the non self-gravitating model α < γ/2, the change
does not cause a qualitative switch. It is worth noting that
the models for which self-gravity produces a shallower B-n
relation are those for which Villagran & Gazol (2017) find
the highest level of alignment between B and ∇n. The origin
of the reduction in the correlation could be the possible pres-
ence of density enhancements not associated with dynamic
compressions, presumably associated with motions parallel
to the local magnetic field, which we expect to be more rele-
vant when magnetic fields are relatively less important with
respect to gravity, i.e. for small B0 or large n0.
Note that the opposite effect of self-gravity, i.e. a steep-
ening of the B-n relation, has been reported by Collins et al.
(2011), who found that when no self-gravity is included,
the magnetic field scales with density with an exponent
0.4, while after the gravity is turned on, the value becomes
0.48. However, our physical setup (see section 3) is different
from theirs. In fact, they follow the evolution of an isother-
mal highly super-critical, highly supersonic (Ms ≈ 10), and
super-Alfve´nic region because the scope of their work was
to study the properties of a turbulent collapsing region.
Their setup is similar to the one recently used by Mocz
et al. (2017), who find a decrease of the scaling index for
the strongest initial magnetic field (120 µG), for which α
switches from ∼ 2/3 to ∼ 1/2.
5.2 Decaying Turbulence
In the decaying case, the CNM becomes sub-Alfve´nic at
the CNM low density limit for all our models, and we get
three different behaviors. i) No significant correlation be-
tween Bm an n, besides a very slight decrease of Bm, and low
(< 100 cm−3) maximal densities. This occurs for two types
of models. On one side, the high B0 and n0 = 2 cm−3 mod-
els both, with and without self-gravity, where the CNM is
supersonic by the time we use for the analysis and for all
the density values. On the other side, models with n0 = 3
and 4 cm−3 without self-gravity, for which the dense gas is
predominantly subsonic at the CNM lower transition den-
sity but becomes supersonic at larger but still relatively low
densities. For the two types of models with this behavior the
CNM becomes super-Alfve´nic at large enough densities, but
MA remains smaller than or comparable with Ms, indicating
that magnetic pressure dominates over or balances thermal
pressure. ii) A very slight decrease of Bm followed by a posi-
tive correlation is observed for high density models including
self-gravity, for which the CNM remains mainly subsonic and
sub-Alfve´nic (with MA . Ms) for n . 200 cm−3, and a trend
towards constant β as n increases is observed. iii) A clear
negative correlation for the low density CNM followed by a
positive correlation is observed for low B0 models. By the
time we analyze these models, the CNM has become sub-
sonic at the low CNM density limit but, in contrast with
the models with the two previous behaviors, the CNM has
β ≥ 1. Interestingly, the maximum density with a negative
correlation seems to depend more on the B0 value than on
the presence of self-gravity, suggesting a MHD origin for the
switch on the B-n relation. In these models, the presence of
MNRAS 000, 1–10 (2018)
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self-gravity produces a high density B growth which is better
defined and expands to larger densities.
The first behavior is in contrast with the results re-
ported by previous works for isothermal gas, where super-
sonic motions do always lead to a positive correlation be-
tween B and n. However, this difference is somehow ex-
pected, because in a cooling gas Ms > 1 results from the
combined effects of motions, which can potentially compress
the magnetic field lines, and the lowering temperature, which
is not accompanied by a contraction so that it does not affect
the magnetic field intensity.
The second behavior does also differ from what has been
found in isothermal gases but in this case the difference can
be attributed to the presence of self-gravity in a region with
a sufficiently large amount of mass. It is interesting, how-
ever that the positive correlation does also develop from
n ≈ 30 cm−3.
The interpretation of the Bm decay observed in ii) and
iii) is not straightforward. On one hand, accordingly with
Passot & Va´zquez-Semadeni (2003), this negative corre-
lation suggests the domination of the slow magneto-sonic
mode, and the transition to a positive correlation could be
due to the transition towards a regime dominated by the
fast or the Alfve´n mode. However, in order to confirm this
origin a detailed analysis of the relative contribution of dif-
ferent MHD modes should be performed. On the other hand,
the decay of Bm could also be due to fast turbulent recon-
nection (Lazarian & Vishniac 1999; Lazarian et al. 2012).
In this case, in order to verify this hypothesis, a detailed
study of the parameters characterizing the turbulence which
is present in the models where we observe the decay (i.e. in-
jection scale, spectrum scaling) is needed.
Note that the fact that the second and the third behav-
iors appear at Ms < 1 makes them less plausible to occur in
the real CNM, at least in the Solar neighborhood. Whether
or not they can develop in cold gas with subsonic velocity
dispersion depends also on the particular thermal and mag-
netic properties of that gas. For the third behavior, there
is the additional requirement of β > 1 which is also incon-
sistent with observations characterizing the local CNM as a
β < 1 gas. It is interesting, however, that the negative cor-
relation that we report appears in an unforced case, where
the effects of the driving mechanism (Yoon et al. 2016) do
not affect.
6 CONCLUSIONS
From the results presented in this work we can conclude
that:
i) At realistic rms velocities and magnetic field
strengths, a cooling gas with thermal pressure and temper-
ature similar to those of the local CNM develop a positive
correlation between the magnetic field intensity and the den-
sity starting at n . 30 cm−3. The emergence of this positive
correlation does not depend on the presence of self-gravity.
The presence of this positive correlation in a gas with super-
sonic and super-Alfve´nic motions is consistent with previous
results from isothermal simulations.
ii) In this velocity regime a B-n relation constituted by
the combination of a flat B at low densities followed by a
power-law at high densities develops for a strong enough
initial magnetic field intensity. This is consistent with the
assumption made by Crutcher et al. (2010) for the most
probable maximum magnetic field intensity according to ob-
servational data.
iii) The slope of this positive correlation depends on the
relative relevance of self-gravity, but the density at which
it emerges seems to be independent of it. For our –highly
gravitationally stable– models, the effect of self-gravity is
to produce a shallower B-n relation in models with either,
a relatively weak initial magnetic field or a relatively high
mean density. This effect suggests that, for this parameter
choice, self-gravity induces motions parallel to the field lines.
iv) For decaying models with CNM reaching subsonic
and sub-Alfve´nic regimes with β . 1, a positive correlation
develops only in the presence of self-gravity. The slope of this
correlation at large densities is consistent with a constant
β(n) regime.
v) For decaying models where the low density CNM is
subsonic and sub-Alfve´nic with β > 1, we observe a narrow
density range with a negative correlation followed by a pos-
itive one, presumably both originated by a MHD process.
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